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too many young guns killed in this society of fake
ideals
as truth reveals itself too many souls on ropes of
phoney deals
too much marketing is targeting creativity and still
MCÂ´s here with the department to stand up for the
real
not too many out there who understand what IÂ´m
saying
underneath the carpet yeah thatÂ´s where the truth is
laying
IÂ´ve been trying for years to see it straight as it is
IÂ´ve been around the world and now IÂ´m starting to
get pissed

this is my last approach
and i came back to poach
this is my last approach
so come on are you with this can I get a witnezz...

Refrain:
back to kick this are you with this? are you with me?
back to kick this is do you get this? can I get a witnezz...

so come on now do you wanna make that change in
your life
make your soul be your wife let the word be the knife
to cut the linen of lies stopp the whining and cries
scare away the dining flies that seize your dying eyes
barking is nice but you gotta be biting and fighting
your own devil in disguise whoÂ´s residing inside and
start to be
living it up
not giving it up
never can Stopp
too clever to flop
upsetting the mo
getting the job
straight to the top
winning the cup
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this is my last approach
and i came back to poach
this is my last approach
so come on are you with this can I get a wittnezz......

Refrain:
back to kick this are you with this? are you with me?
back to kick this is do you get this? can I get a witnezz...
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